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FOREWORD

r

This manual is based on ,two publicationS,of'the School Mathematics
Study Group:

Probabilityfor Primary.GrAdes, Teachers
Commentary, Revised Edition, 1966.

Probability for Intermediate Grades,
Teachers Commentary, Revised Edition,
1966..

These booklets are ,Copyrighted in the name of Board of
Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University. ,Permisiign to make
verbatim Use thereof was secured from the Director of the School Mathe-
matics Study Group, but this does not imply an endolsement of this
booklet.

Dr. George H. Ropes wrote this manualThe Nation4 Science
Foundation and the New York State Education, Department provided
financial support.

(Reprint September 1977)
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INTpbUCTION

.

Zhe\ilement=y School Probability Project

I -,

.

During the 1974 school year, ten school districts inp New York
Statel conducted classroom trials of probabilit) lessons and materials'
in elementary grades. The project was under the direction of.the Bureau,'_
of Mathemaifcs Education of the New York State Education Departmeht.
Support was provided by the National Science Foundation. A coordinator
was designatect-fbf-bach-participating dtstrict.

Teachers in the project (12 or more per district) used School
Mathematics Study Group -texts as the primary reference source. They
att ded an in-Service training course which met weekly.

Evaluation of the project led_to the following conclusions:
0

1.\sprobability lessons are enthusiastically received by
students at all elementary levels.

2. There is a place in elementary school mathematics for
e probability. It can provide meaningful applications.
and enrichment within the framework of the existing
curriculum.

3. Probability offers opportunity for independent
explorations.

4. Probability helps develop skills in data handling.
5. Lessons in probability'are most successful after

teachers have acquired some background knowledge of
probability and have been exposed to ideas and
activities related thereto.

This publication is a response to the need expressed by teachers
for a concise introduction' to intuitive probability concepts and how
they may be presented.

Probability Is Important

Chance is involved 4'n many games children play--spinning a spinner,'
drawing a card, or keilir4a-die are examples. If-these were the only
events to concern us, one would not assign the studyiof chance a high
priority. However, life is filled with events which happen by chance or
where chance appears to be,a major factor. The daily choice of what to

wear, meeting an acquaintance unexpectedly,,a car accident--each is an
event associated with,chance. The sex of a newborn child, the occurrence
of illness, choosing,a career, death--these everits too are heavily .

involved with chance. st

. J
1Buffalo, Cazenbvia, Edgemont, Mamaroneck, New York City 12, New

York Citk 31, Penn Yan, Plainedge, Valley Stream, and Whitesboro.
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A knowledge of 'probability is becomin g necessary in daily .ife.
Decisions in _industry, business, science; and agriculture often,depend on
pr . The theory of probability underlies all of mathematical
stati tics, a topic that is reaching into virtually-every segment of human
affairs. Biology: physics, chemistry, astronomy, marketing, distribution,
and psychology are but a feW of the fields where statistics plays an
important role.

Probability in Elementary_ School .

As,ii true of algebra and geometry,,some of the fundamental conr
cepts of probability are easily comprehended at the elementary school
level. There are several considerations which, taken together, strongly
amply that elementary school children should becoMe acquainted with
introductory ideas in probability.

4. Probability fits comfortably1 o the body of the elementary
school mathematics curriculum. It'Offe s an excellent applicatZaa,f6r--
fractions, a wide'spectrum of materia to be graphed, good experiences in
counting and computing, and theAchal enge to think logically and clearly.
In a short time, children begin to se the terminology of probability
correctly. Work in probability al o develops skills which are useful in

104science and social studies.

are s
oppo

probability2.. The materials chilateh need to carry on probability experimepts
e and inexpensive. As they experiment, children have the

ity to learn by doing. '
4

I I I

3. Introducing probability into elementary schools induces' posir
tiVel6student'reactiqn. Working in situations where chance is a factor is
fun and-tends to improve student attitude -toward mathematics.

This bulletin.sets forth a number of elementary concepts ix probe-
bikity-theory and suggests ways teachers can implement these,concepts in
their Classrooms. Concepts are presented in related groups. For each
such giOup there are recommended activities and githed spanning a wide
range orpupil ability. Some are intended for children in the lower
grades i others are more appropriate for upper elementary levels. It is
_expected that teachers will select activities or games on the basis of
the needs and capabilities ortheir students.

It,is not mandatory that all concepts be-prvented. Time available,
class interest, class ability,' topics already covered, and other factor's
will Influence the selection of concepts and activities for any one class.
Although it is recommended that the general order of zpsentation follow
the sequence outlined herein, some rearrangement canli-* made. For example;
teachers may present Group V, Sampling, earliek in the sequence.

Students at the elementary level shopld depend.primar4y on experi-
.meht and observation as they explore questions implying probability.
They should not be expected merely to memorize and apply formulas. It is,

2 7



however, important for teachers to be able to answer Probability questions
correctly so students will not accept incorrect answers. Wecwant
children to discover concepts for themselves, but we also want to guard
ml!inst their accepting false concepts.

Activity-Based Learning'

One of the best ways to present
'concepts

is to have students
conduct experiments within a structure defined by the teacher.

Initially,'the teacher should make sure that each student ]knows
what to do and 'wet to look for. Conclusions should not be announced
in advance. We should guard against the tendency of children to make
results come out to fit pre-stated conclusions.

In suggesting an activity, teachers may ;imply describe it in
detail. AnoOler frequently used methodds.to distribute a sheet ofA
'instructions, often called an "activity shdet," which can be gonb over
with the class as a whole or read individually by each student. Each
of the two Schobl Mathematics Study Group pUblications, Probability for
Primary Grades and Probability for, Intermediate Grades, contains many
student/activity pages. Other good sources of ideas for activities are
the Nuffield Mathematics Project booklet, Probability and, Statistics,
and Experiments in Probability and Statistics by Donald- Buckeye.

Once students haye their Materials and understand what to do, they
proceed as their'instructions indicate. It is essential for-the teacher
to circulate through theclasdroom to answer questions and help anyone
who may not be on the right track. Childrenrneed not carry out each
activity individually. Often it is preferable to set up groups of two
or three children and assign an activity 6' each group. This helps
children learn to, work together.

How results are organized an recorded can have a major effect on
the success of an activity. Learning to organize data is a paramount,.
instructional objective. Children are from time to time asked to coat

record` outcomes. Some advance organizalion by the teacher will
pro o orderly and accurate work. A simple but effective procedure is
to make a stroke tally,. grouping Vs, within a block arrangement:'

Outcomes of Flipping a Coin

Heads

Tails

fi

.

Such a, table can be modified to accommodate the results of
different experiments.,. The4arrangement below (expanded to provide space
for more trials) :can-'be used whcin each trial has,two outcomes.

3
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4:

Trial-

No.

adtcomes

1st 2nd,

1 ,H T
2 ' H , H

3 . T H

,

Given adequate preliminary-instruction, students usually develop
considerable skill in making their own tables. It is helpful for

teachers to compile all the results obtained in/a given class. Where

a trial consisted of flipping 5 coins, the comOlation might look like
thisa 4

.TOSSING FIVE COINS
(22 trials)

Heads Tails Number

5 0 11

4 . 1 1111

3 2 Eflt 11

-2 3 Hit

4 111

o 5
1 .

Children find it enjoyable to'graph the results of their proba-
bility experimentS. Bar graphs are simple and practical. Here is

a bar graph showing the results of flipping a coin:

4
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A bar graph is,equally effective for displaying the result's of
experiments in which there are more than two outcomes: Line graphs are
useful for more complicated situations,such as'the relation between time
of day alsoUtemperature'.?

After students have obtained a set of'outcomes from an experiment,
the most important phase of the process begins--thinking aqout and
discussing the result*. Each perceptions and undetstanding are
.enlarged by seeing how his results compare with those &'f other children
'in the class. Students' questions, answers, and commentg' often add
greatly to'overall class understanding and provide clues to misunder-
standings or;wrong

.
imprA qssions children-may have.

A

2
For further information, see Improving Reading-Study Skills, in. '

Mathematics K-6, pew York State Education Department, pages 20-22.
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CONCEPT*6ROUP 1- -Basic Understandings ,

Objective: To hate children become familiar with theresults of experi- A

tents where there are several eqpalli likely outcomes. We are concerned
only, with instances where chance alone is-at-cm-Al: Any die used is
presumed. to be a fairoliethere is equal' likelihood of each face coming
up. Coins are fair coins anb, are fairly thrown. Spinners have equal

, divisions and are spun sb chance alone-determines the outcome.,'

1.1 Concepts 4.

1.11 Terminology: As they'use devices whose outcomes Are equally likely,
children should become familiar faith and understand the meaning of:

Likely - More likely Certain Poisible

Unlikely Less likely uncertain, Impossible

.1:12 Common4iisunderstandAWNothing but chance affepts the results of
any one trial. Surprisingly, many children -- particularly younger,children
--do not have this understanding and do not readily accept it. Some

apparently believe that one color, number, or outcome is inherently more,
likely to o*r. - Other children believe that an effort of will,oan-
i given outcourappear. -"Even more deep-siated among childrenandsome
Adultsis the impression that after a string of several appearances'.
one outcome- -say eight successive heads--the chance of a different
come on the next trial is substantially greater. Clearing up misunder-

standings such as these is an important part Of the study of probability:

1.13 Outcomes of Multiple Trials. As the number o trials in a two-
outcome experiment increases, it becomes more and mo likely that there

will be the same number or nearly the same number of occurrences of each
.,outcome. In 100 flips of a coin, a person might get 46 heads and
54 tails. If he makes more trials, he can expect that the number of
heads will approach half the total number of trials and that the same
will be true of the number of tailp. This concept is not well recognized,

perhaps because children do not oftencarry out experiments with an
increasingly large number of trials. The effect of a large nUtlber of

trials can, be achieved by,combining;the results of all the trials made
in a given class and by combining reslats from Several classes.

. .

1.14 Range of Results.- The result of a series of trials can be any one
of the possible outcomes. For example, if 4 coins are flipped, the result
can be four healds owfour tails or any combination of heads and tails
totaling four.

1.2 Activities

4 ..

1.21 Explaining the meaning of "more likely" and "less likely" is
facilitated by setting up an experiment whose outcomes are not equally

t likely. Distribute blocks bet*megvtwo bags or containers so there is
i'much higher proportion of one 'color idn one bag than in 'the otherfOr.
example, 6 red, 4 blue in thefirst and 2 red, 8 blue in the second.

6 11
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Show, the Classwhat is in each bag.' Ask which bagthei wpuld
ehpose to cgaw from if they wanted a red block. If anyone doubts that
a red block 4l1 be drawn more often from the first bag than frOm the
second, have-a numbeil of drawings bade (replacing'the block drawn each

'timelkand record the results. Point Out that the 'way the blocks, are
distributed, a, person is."more likely" to,draw a'red block from. the
filet bag'thanfrom the iecondt Similarly, one'is "less likely" to
draW'a red'bThotc from the, second bag than from the first. Reinforce
.underitanding,byasking:

Are we more likely to4lave snow in September
than in January?

'

Is- it likely thatthe next person to enter'
.

°US classroom will be a television star?

oA different situation is involved when we ask if it is likely that
the sun will set this evening, Since we know of no-instance when 9( tun
did not set, the setting of the sun on any one day is not only
1Dut "certain," or as certain as anything in this world can be. Give the
.ftess\an opportunity to think of events that are certain to happen and
some that are'oertain not, to happen.

2' Suppose we ask if it is likely to rain in Mosdow today. We do not
know.' It is "possible," but we are "uncertain." It is not "impossible."
If e could. get infotmation or records', then we-could say whether, raip:

.

in Moscow ateny given time of year is' ".likely" or."Unlikely."

2P'1.22 Rave the class make a specified number of trials using a device
With twooutcres, each equally likely. Poisible activities are:

-Flip a coin and count heads and tails.-

AFlip a checker and count the number of
.times each side appears face ,up.

Spin a half-red, half-blue spinner and
count. reds and blues.

R611 a die end count even faces_ (2, 4;
br 6),and odd faces (I, 3, or 5).

Draw a block from a bag containing one
red block and one blue -- block, counting

reds and blues drawn.

°"'rhe optimum number of trials varies with'grade level. First
'graders may find 5 trials,appropriate:,sixth graders can make 100,
trials. Save 'students guesi in advance,what each outcome will be, '

record the quessand then determine and record the actual result:'

3
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A simple game consists offscoring a point for the student when he

guesses correctly and point for "teacher"'when he does not. '.

_
.

.

)
.-\

Questions to ask during and after the activity are
...

I

. .

.
What outcome do you think will appear pext?

'Do youelways guess right?
, - , . .

"/-
. .

Can you/be sure in advance what,the outcome of
/any one trialekill be? 8 .

*..

Would yom be likely to get the same number of
heads if you'made the same number of trials

e gain? 1
,

e
, t Suppose you got, the ~'same outcome 4 times in a row,',,-:

say 4 heads, would yoU &f more likely to get the,
*
:1

. IV ..

opposite outcome (tails) on the next trial?
--

,

..;,,,r i
.

:If you have compiled the results found by all class-memberf or,,
groups, additional questions are: 0

,
,

. .

What outcome happened'the largest number-of times?

What outcome hUppened.the fewest number of times?
0

Were"there possible outcomes whicA did not occur

"fOr,anyone in the class?

If we kept on long tnough,,wol0 we be likely to
get all

a

possible outcomes?'
. _,

. ..4.,

It iis possible, of course, that the overall results of the'class

I- experiment0WiV. in themselved be unlikely. The result "5, heads, one tail"

may occur on six throws of a CO. often or more often than the result

'9 leads, 3-tails." Such a4'oc r nce provides an excellent opportunity

g5t to build children's understandAngjthat-unlikely events do happen. ' .
_,..,

Discussion should bring oixt.,J,tohoelover a large number of trials we expect

a "more 11,1ceIy"event to hap n more often than a "less likely" event;

'. nevertheless, the reverse c happen. It is not too surprising then that'
.

:lava class experiment whey the number of trials is relatively small,

an unlikely event'occurs% re possible in such a case, continue making.
. .

'

..

'

13
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more and more trials. As the number of,trials rcreases, the number of
occurrences of each eyent tends to appFoaph theelipected value.1 /

.

1.2 3 After a class has had experience with a two-outcomedeVice, have
them make a number of trials with- a device having three or more equally

,likely outcomes.
. $ .

Spin a spinnet having one-third red,'one-third
blue, and'one-third yelloW. Count the number
of times the pointer stops on eacjIcolor.t

Spin a spinner ith sit-equal sections, numbered
1 through 6. oynt how many of each number occur.

.

Roll a tetrahedron having each of its, four faces
a different color. Kesp-a rebordof the color
of the faCe-on which the tetrahedron comes to rest.

,

Draw a block from a bag, containing three blocks,
each a differentcolor. Replace each blOCk after
recording the dolor drawn. _-

Follow-UP questions_shouldbe-s2Milar to thog suggested for
cr g

way devices. it is important to.accumulate results found by different
two-

individuals or gr s and to discuss the characteristics Ct the
composite Fe ul

r. '
-

Have class members make a bar grapll of the results:of thett Own.
or their group's experiments._ All graphs need not be arranged Similarly.
Oars can go from left to right as well up and clown. The scale ufed
to determine the-length of'the bars can vary from one graph to another.
Class members should practice saying what their own graph and those of
others in the class indicate.

,v

1.3 'Games

4.

1.31' I'M OK,YOU'RE OK. Two players alternate turns with a-spinner,
checker, coin, or,othertwo-oulcome device. he first player, A, selects
one of the outcomes, say red;' the second pleyer,B, takes the other out-
come, say blue. The game starts with both players' markers on the START,
space ii) the middle of the diagram shown belovi. On his turn, if a
p4ayer's,outcome appears, he moea'his marker one space toward his Win
Square: If it does not appear, his milker remains where it is. A does
nOt move, when it is B's turn, -and vice versa. The game ends when one of-
the players reaches his Win Square.

Kt,

.RED BLUE
WL.,.....--.

RED ,

WINS ..-

.
-.,

/

,

.

C
.

START

,...

,
,

.

..

-

,,

,

..,

4.

BLUE
WINS

A

m

J

.

9
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1.32 HORSERACE. A game f. 6 players, each of wham selects one of the

numbers from 1 through 6, d puts a marker on the corresponding START

position. The Players e turns rolling a die. The player whose number
comes up moves his mark r (horse) one space forward on the diagram below.
The winner is the fir player to reach the WIN space.

-

5)

C-

,...

.. 1 ,
1 Wins

S 2

, e'

2 Wins

T
3 . 3Wins

A

4
R

.

k
4 Wins

.

T

.

5 Wins

6

.

6 Wins

1.33 PHJSONEFes ESCAPE. For 2 to 4 players. Each player starts with

his marker at START on the diagram shown below. EaCh player in turn

rolls a die. If he rolls elt.he moves Up; if he rolls a 2, he moves
one space to the Right; if the roll is a 3, the move is one space Down;

if a Eh one space Left. Zf thp roll is a 5 or a 6, the player does not

move. The first player to reach a square that touches a wall wins.

ti
10 15
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f

WALT

WALL/ START

_WALL

Variation: Roll a tetrahedron instead
tetrahedron Up, Right, Left, and Down.
the tepahedron is on the bottom after
South, and West can be substituted for

, 4

'Teacher questions:

Aft

WALL

of a die. Mark the faces of the
,Move according.to which face of
each roll. Also, North, East,.
Up,.Right, Down, and Left. \

Does one player have a better chance of winning
than another?

Is it likely for one player to win three times
in a row? What is the average number of rolls
fora game of HORSERACE?

1.

1

1

t.,
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CONCEPT GRO -The Probability of Simple Events

Objective To.haveChildreh learn how to determine the probability that
a given vent will occur, both by comparing the'numb r of way6 that are
instanc s ofthe event with the total number of possible outcomes and
by'doi g experiments.3

2.1 ConcepConcept* .,

n
1.114. Basic Statements about Probability. If an event cannot happen or
never happens, the probability of the event is 0.

A

is 1.

,

1

If an event is certaih'to happen, the probability of the event

In all other casesthe probability of an event is a number between
0 and 1.

A'short way of writing "the probabVity of an event" is "P(An
event)."' For example, P(Neads)imeans dikprobability that heads will
appear. 6

e

,2.12 Probability by Comparing Outcomes. In a situation where eabh out-
come is equilly likely to occur, the probability of a given event is the
fraction:

P(.an event) .7.

the number pf outcomes that are instances
of the event we are interested j.n

the total number of possible
outcomes of the experiment

An outcome that is an 'instance of the event we are interested in is
coMmonly called a "favorable" outcome, hence the probability of an event
can also be written as the fraCtion: .

lk
,

the number of favorable outcomes
P(an event) =

the total number of possibl( outcomes

41

2.13 Probability by Cpunting Experimental Trials. Another way to deter-
, mine the probability of one of the events or outcomes of an experiment

is to make a large number of trials of the experiment under like condom
tiOns. The probability of a given event then is the fraction:

4

i
. .

3
The results of experiments

1\3
r observations are called events or

'outcomes. Events may be single or multiple. If a.dip is tossed,
6 single events are possible--1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. The event,"the die
stiows an odd number" is multiple. It happens if any one of three single .

events (1, 3, or Obccurs.

1,



Plan event) =
the number of times the event occura,

the total numberof trials made

\\,,

This method of arriving, at the probability of an event requires
that we compile or obtain records of a.large number of trials of an
experiment. ar4 couni\the number' of times the event occurs.

2.14 Large Numbers of Trials. With an increasing number of trials, the
probability of an event determined experimentally will tend to get
closer and closer to the 'probability of the some event determined by
comparing favorable outcomes with total possible outcomes. What do we
mean.bV "large" when we say make "a large number of trills "? Although
one can never be absolutely certain that a given number of trials is,
enough, if ina given experiment foe keep on making trials and Calculating
the value-of the fraction:

number of t' s an event occurs

total n of trials made

we expect tp.find that at some point the probability stabilizes. It
tends to reach a value which changes very little as More and more
trials are made. At that point we can be confident that the value -

reached is close to the probability of(the same event determined by
comparing favorable outcomes with total possible outcomes.

tr
In the'following table of outcomes of tossing 20 coins, the

probability of heads is approaching .50.

1 TOSSES OF 20 COINS

'1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

Number of Heads 6 l( 11 9 13 10 12

Number of Tails 14 10. 9 11 7 10 8

\
Cumulative Heads '6 16 -27 .36 49 59 71

Cumulative Tails 14 ' 24 33 44 51 61 69

Total CoinsTossid 20 , 40 60 80 100 120 140

Probability--Hdads .30 .40 .45 .45 .49 .49 .51

If, after still more trialsi the fluctuations above or below .50
become less,, and less, we would be justified in assuming that we had
reached a close approximatign to the desired probability.,

2.2 Activities

2.21 As a means of int4odhcing the -.one ing of probability, ask the
" class to think back to their experimeb s with coins, winners, and

C

N.
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dice and tell you:

4.How many `tails they would -eve* fOr every two
throws of a coin. [Onel%

How many reds they #ould expectjoi every two
spins of a red -blu spinner. rbne]

14.

How many 2's they would expect for every
6 rolls of a die. [One]

Rephrase answerwas shown below:

What we expect:

tail in 2 throws

,

1 red in 2 spins

i two in 6 rol;.s

.What we say:
w.

The probability of gelliing

tails is 1 out of 2 or
1

2

The probability of red is

1 out of 2 or
1

2

The pTobability of getting
1

a two is lout of 6 or
6

t1

Explain that to,save tips writing out the long word "probability,"

people use a short -cut:

For the probability of tails is 2, We rite P(Tails) =
1

2

1
For the probability of i 2 is we Write P(2) =

6 6

Test understanAing of this notaiibn by asking:'

IfP(an event) = how often would you expect it to

occur '3 trials? [2 out of3 times]

Sometimes the weatherman says that the'probability of

rain is .7. 'How would we write that in our short foimi?

[P (rain) ) = . p.

How often do we expect a baseball player to get a hit'

in ten times at baE:if his batting average is .300?
t3 out of 10 times]

NOTE:- For classes not familiar with decimals, treat
7

.7 as another name for IT and .300 ail another name

'14 - is
4

I

es

_r

I



;

for
300

Probabilities are sometimes expressed as1000'
percents- -if P(An event)-= 50%, one can say that there
is a 50% chance that it will happen. k

Introduce the idea of zero probability by asking:

How many times would you expect to get green when
you spin a red-blue spinner? [0]

Explain that the probability of getting green on a red-blue
spinner is 0 and that ,we write-it,' P(Green) = 0.

Here is another similar question:

What.is,the probability that wen you .ss a die
once, an eight will appear? (0]

Point out that some events are Ce ain to happen; the probability
of such an event is 1.

4tt is the probability that the sun will, set tonight? [1]

It follows that all events except _those certain to happen and those
Certain.not to happen have a probability between 0 and 1. If the
probability is close to 0, it means that the event is not very likely'to

happen. If the probability is
I

(or .5), it means that the.chance-of tbe'
2

event happening is equal to the chant its not happening.. If the
probability is close to 1, it ans that the event-is very likely to
happen.

. Have the class suggest different events and estimate the proba-
bility of each.

2.22 Here is a way for classes to learn how to determine probabilities
by comparing ferorable outcomes w'ih total possible outcomes:

I

We'have been estimating or making guesses about the probability
that the pointer will stop on blue when we spin a spinner with three
equal sections--one red, one blue, and one yellow.

Are all the outcomes equally likely? 'Yes]

How many of the possike outcomes are instances
of the event "the pointer stops on blue"? (One)

How many possible outcomes are there? [Three]

Then the probability of getting blue is 3. We can: write it down
like this:

, 1 ,

P(blue) = -s

1520
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In assigning a fraction as the probabflity.of an event we identify

the numerator mid'den6minator as follows:

Nan event)

the number of outcomes that are instances
- of the event we are interested in

the total _number of possible outcomes

In experiments where there are numerous outcomes= -such as when two ,

'Idacetaxe thrown - -a practical way to proceed;is to make a table. We put

the outcomes of rolling one die (1 through 6) on the i)ottom margin of the

table and the outcomes of rolling the other die (a160 1 through 6) along
the left vertical. argin- We draw horizontil,and vertical lines dividing

the table ilpd square In each square formed, we put die sum of the

outcome at the bottom and the outcome at the left:

6

5

SECOND 4

DIE
3

2,

' 1

Outcomes of Rolling two Dice
4

7

N

8 9 10 11

.

12

6 7 , 8

.

9 10

..

11

5 6 a 8 9 10

4 S 6 7 8
4

9

3 4 5 6 7 8

2' '3 `4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4

FIRST DIE

5

If we want to know the probability of getting a sum of '5 with

two dice, we ast ourselves:

How many times does 5 appear as an outcome in the table

Above? [4]

'Now many possible outcomes are there? [36]

4
Thus,P(5) = or

1

36

The pheet on page 17 cart be used to provide practice in determining

probabilities.

4Strictly speaking,.each entry is an ordered pair: (1,1); (1,2),

(2,1), and so on. For simplicity, the sum of each ordered pair is shown

in,the table.

16
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Practice Sheet on Probability

Find the probability .

of: C

number of
_

fayprable
outcomes?

total number
of possible
outcomes?

The
- P(evtnr)

is:

Drawing a black block from
a bag containing 2 red
blocks; 2 green blocks,
and 1 black block

,
-

1
.

,5
/

1
J

'
;

Having the red side down
after you roll a rhular
tetrahedron with noes
blue') red, white, and r
yellow -

..

:1

1

.

4

r

'

'

1i
,

-

.

Drawing your own name from
a hat in which there is .

one slip with your name and
7 slips with other names

.

.

1

...

8
1

8

-

.
.

Getting a "1" when,you . .

roll a die
1 6

1

6

Getting a number other than
"1" when you roll a die

- .

-. 5 4
%..

6,

.

5

6

Gettirtl a sum smaller than

6 with two dice?
; 10

,

-

36
10--=
36,

5

18

Getting the same number: on
each die when you roll
two dice

.

6 36 6

36 ..

.

1

6

e
Drawing an "0" when you

etter fromselect one 'letter

the word "SCHOOL"
, 2 6

.

.

2
=

6

1

3

pending on blue
spin this spinner

when
.

;.,..-

you
,

4 8
4

-8.-

.

.

1

2

.

,

17
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2.23 'The experimental method of.deterMining probability can be intro-
*duced as follows:

If we make a large number of trials of an experiment and determine,
the fractioh of those time a particular event happens, that fraction
approximates the probability of the'particular event. Thus:

. _

Plan event) =
the number of times the event happens

tke total number of trials we make

Activities which illustrate the process of determining piebability
experimentally include: .

1. Shake thumbtacks in a cup and roll them onto a flat
surface. What is the probability that a thumbtack
comes to rest point upward? Rolling the umbtacks
into a shallow box helps keep thetog er. Ten

is a good _number to she roll one time.

Use thumbtacks with met heads. Alternatively,

hexagonal metal nuts maybe used. Determine the
"Drab:ability that the nuts. come to rest upiight

rather than flat.

t.

2. Draw an M&Mi candy at random from an'?tM&M candy
,package containing assorted colors: What is the
,probability of selecting a yellow candy? Give each

student an M&M,package and have him determine the
number of times yellow is drawn compared to the
total number of 'drawings. This fraction can be
compared ileith the actual count of yellow candies

out of total candies. 4

3., Drop toothpicks from a height of four-feetfor More
onto a large piece of paper ruled vertically with

, lines as far apart as the length of the toothpicks
used. %What is the probabilitl',,that a toothpick
comes,to rest across a vertical line?

INF

18

4
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Drbpping 10 or more toothpicks at a'time expedites
the investigation. Do hot count toothpicks which
come to rest off the ruled paper. If one doubles
the. total number of toothpicks dropped and divides
the product by the number coming to rest over a
line, the answer Should be close to 'R- . An approxi-
mation of is 3.14.

4. Drop a cylinder cut from a mailing tube and deter-
mine the probability that it 'lands on its side.
The cylinder should be two inches a. more in
diameter and the drop should be three feet or more.
By working with different sizes of cylindersi the
change in the'proimbility of coming to rest on a

. side can be investigated for shorter lengths and
"for logger lengths.

5. Plant a given kind of seed. Count seeds planted
d geedlings that sprout after a given length of
me. ,What is the probability of germination?

As they tarry on any of these experiments, students should:

1. Make an estimate of the probability and record it.
Students may want to revise their estimates as they
begin to get data and should be allowed to do so.
Each new estimate should also be recorded, together
with the number of the` trial at which the revised
estimate was made.

2. Carry on the experiment carefully so all trials
will be conducted under similar conditions.

3. Set up an adequate recording system.

4. Communicate results pictorially, using graphs
where feasible.

5. Be prepared ss results obtained.

m

=MO

The total number'of trials should be appropriately large. Calcula-
tions are simplified if tr4lApare made in groups of 10 or 100. The
probability of the event beinglinvestigated should be figured at regular
points throughout the experiment, say every 100 trials. Have the students
watch to gee if the, probability so calculated does tend to approach, a
certain valuas the number of trials gets larger and larger.

f
If the probability of the event hasbeen.determined both experi-

mentally and by comparing favorable outcomes with total possible outcomes,
check to see how far apart the results are. The two probability figures.
may be reasonably close or!there may be a discrepancy between them. Have
the class disoillss why a discrepancy might exist. Possible explanations
are:

19
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0

. .

`.4

14 Happellstance.

,2. 'Incorrect calculation in one or both of the methods.

, 3. Insufficient care that the experimental trials were
all carried out under similar conditions.

4. Use of an'Hunfaie'device.

2.3 Games'

2.31 PACt-A-STATE. For 2 players. Each player thinks'of a state of the

United States and writes the name of that state on a piece of paper. The

.-first player shows the state he picked. If the s ate written down by the

second player is-Vie same as that of the first p yer, he gets 2pointst
If the second playfr's state borders on the firs player's state; the

second player gets 1 point. Then new states are ed. The two players

alternate going first. The one with the most points after aeries of
gamed wins.

2.32. LARGEST NUMBER GAME. For 2 prsmore players and ajeader. Each

player draws,the following diagram on a sheet of paper:

The leader has bearing aten slips of paper orten playing cards, each
number from 0 through 9. Playetstake turns drawing a number, announcing

it, to the other players, and returning the slip or card to the leader.
As EIch number is announced, each player decides in which empty square of-

his diagram he will put the number. He must 'put it in'one square before
ij

the next number is drawn; once entered, no ntimber can be changed or =Wed.

At the end of ten draws, all squares 4111 be filled: The player who has

the largest 10-digit number wins.
0

2.33 THE HAT GAME. 'For 2 or more players Snd a leader. Eah player
draws the following diagram on,a sheet of.paper:

O

20
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The,leadei puts in a hat 10 identical slips of paper or cards, each bear-
ing a number from 0 ,throngh 9. Players take turns drawing number,
calling it Out, and returning it to the hat: AOter a number is Palled, --
each player decides.in what empty'shape on his diagram he will put it.
If 4e'choosed squares, he uts the number in all 3 squares.' If he2chooses
circles, it goes in bo circles. If he choOses triangle or semicircle,
it goes in the oie tri:gle or -_,/Numbers must always be//P
entered_before the next number is drawn; once entered, no number can be
changed or moved. After,fout draws, all shapes will be filled. Each

...

playerthen,finds the sums of
'' ,

III+ 1:::1

4...
_

, , and combines these sump to a grand total. The
,

er in the seMicirole does'not count toward any total. The object of
the game 1,s to have the largest grand total.

- /

The game is'also interesting when the object is to arirve at the
s-

.-.4

llest grand total.- To provide practice with Multiplication, the plus
gns in tide diagram may be rePlacep With multiplication signs. ,

;.,..

9uestionss
-.,.

If the first number drawn is a 5, which of the/
shapes should you put it in, if you're trying
for the largest total?

How does knowing about pcobability'help you in
playing this game?

2

C

r

a
C,
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CONCEPT GROUP'3--The Probability of Compound Events

4 -----,

Objective: To have children learn how to determine the obability of 1

compound events. .% -

,

. .

', 3.1 Concepts .

3.11 The' Probability of ThijOr That. If the probability of event-A

happening is,P(A) and if the probability of event B happeningilpiATE),

the probability of either-A or Bliappening is:

/ P(A or' B) = P(A) + P(B)

provided the events are mutually exclusive.

Events are 6mutualtly exclusive" when the happening of one of the

events excludes-sthe happening of any or, all the others. If we are using

a red-blue spinner, the events "red" and "blue" are mutually exclusive;

when the spinner.stops on red, be is excluded as a possibility; when
the spinner stops on blue, red is excluded as a possibility. If we are.%

rolling a die, the events "even" and "2" are NOT mutually exclusive;
when an even number is rolled, iti could he a 2.5

3.12 The Probability of'This And That. If the probability of event A

happening is P(A) and if the probability of event B happening is P(B),
the probability. of A happening and then B happening is PEA) times P(B),

that is,

P(A and B) = P(A) x P(B)

.provided the events are independent.

Two events are independent when the probability of either Of the

events is not affected by the occurrence of the other event; in other,

words, neither event has an influence on the other. To check if event A

and'event B are independent: J

1. Determine the probability of event.A.

2. Assume that event B has already occurred.
Determine what-the probability of event A

is, baW on the assumption tilt event B
bas-occurred.6

5The probabil y of This Or That for events that are not mutually

exclusive and the probability of This And That for events that are not

independent can be calculated using the basic formula, number of favorAtle

outcomes divided by total possible optcomes, but determining the number of

favOrableoutcomes may involve procedures beyond the scope of this publi-

cation. 4.

6The probabi of event A given that event B has occurred is

often symbolizedas P(AIB).

22
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If he two calculati ns of the pkobability of event A give the same
result, then event A. and 'event B are independent ; if, the results are
different,the events are not independent.

. .

, .,

As an eiAmple of independent events, consider ,event A to be getting i

Fed and event B to be getting blue,ona red-blue spinner. The probability
of event A, getting red, is

:1 Now assume we'first qtt a blue; the--

pro
1"

.tow

red stays exactly the sake at
17 . The Occurrenceof

EVent B did not change the probability of event A, heribe the two events
are independent. J "'

4

But suppose we are drawing from a ba$ gontaini;114 a red block, a
blue block, and a yellow block, and that vA do not replace blocks after
they are drawn. Event A is "droning a reilblock" and event BAs "drawing
a blue block." At the outset, the probability of d4wing red /is 3 , knit

if we assume-that a.. blue block-has-been drawn, the probability-of drawing

a
2

1

,

-red block is In this situation, therefore, event A and event B are

not independeht. Deteimining the probability ofcombined_events,thatsare
not independent is discussed in the footnote on page 22.

3.13 Repeated Trials. The question,
event A happens twice in succession?"
P(A and A)?" Just as We did with P(A
bilities and get:

P ( event A happens twice)

Similarly, the probability
succession is P (A) x P (A) x P(A).

n time8 in succession then is:.

"What is the probability,thai ,

is the same as asking, "What is
and B) we multiply the'proba7

= P(A and A) ==P(A) 2,P(A)

of event A happening three times in
The probability of event A'happening

," 1

PIA) x P(A) x P(A) x x P (A))

n factors .each P(A)

The foregoing assumes that-all happenings -.of the event are inde-
pendent, as they are in the cases we will be considering. 1

-1

3.14% Pkobability of This or Not This. If event A is one of the possible
events in a"given trial, the event "Not. A," also called the "complement"
of event A, is all the possible outcomes other than event A. Event A 'and
the complementary event Not A together include all podsiblq outcomes;

therefore it is certain that either eventA happens or it does not happen.
This being certain, the probability of event A happening plus the proba.,
bility of event A not happening is 1. We. can writer

AP
P(A) + P(Not A) = 1

2E-
23
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This statement is equivalent to,

P(A) = 1 - P(NotA)
and P(Not A) = 1 - r(A)

m.L,

In some instances, the easiest way to determine the probability of

an event is to determine the probability that it will hot happen and,then

subtract/that value from 1. ."

3,2- Activities
1

-41

3.21 Probability of This or-That. As an.ifitrOductorytep, children
should havethe -opportunity of comparing the probability that This Event

Or That Event will-happen with the probability of each of the individual

events.

The probability of rolling one of the numbers 1 through 6 with one
,

d
1

ie'is Have class groups experiment to find out if the probability
6

-Of rolling one of two different numbers (for ekample, 53 or' a 4) is

1 , 1

6'greater
6

thah or less than . Stroke tallies illustrate this:
.

The roll 'is 1.3

The)roll is a 4
. -

The roll is a-3or-a'4

.r

+fft 111

hit if* Nlt

It becomes clear that the number of times one of two events happens
is qreater'than the number 9f times either of the events happens alone.

Therefore, the probability-of one of two events happening is greater than

the probability of either event individually (except in cases where the

probability of one of the.two events is 0).

NOTE: In any discussion of P(A or B), it is important'

to know _whether or_not the events aremutually exclusive.

Here is a procedure to explain how the probability ofThis or That

can be calculated. Have children think of throwing one die and ask: ,

What'is the probability o r getting either a 3 or

a'4 on one roll?

We can calculate this probability as we have done in the past by

forming the friction: o

P(An event)
the number of favorable outcomes

total number of possible outcomes

How many outcomes are either a 3 or a 4? (2)

k
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How` many possible outcoet,- are. there? [6]'

00
A

The probability therefore is:,

4'2P(3 o;.4) =6 =3=
1

Let's start again and look at the probability of rolling just a 3.
1

11 is -6- and the probability of rolling a 4 is also -6- . If we add
1
and

1 2 1

6
we get

6
- or

3
- exactly the same result as obtained by comparing

factorable and'total possible outcomes. .Whit we have demonstrated is
another way to calculate the probability of This Or That, provided the

"events are mutually exclusive--simply add the probabilities of the events:

P(A or B) = P(,A) + P(B)

We must 'remember that the relation

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B)

'.. applies only to eve s wh'ch are mutually exclusive. Suppose
i

ng a prime number (2; 3, or 5) with one die
ing an even number (2, 4r 6) with one die

P(A)' 1 1

= -
2

Event ( )

Event

P(B) =
1

but P(A or B) # 1

P(A or B) =-11(2, 3",. 4, 5, or 6) =
5
6-

I

3.22 The Probability of This And That. .When we ask, "What is the probe--
bllity of A and B happening?" or "What is the P(A and B)?" we mean
"What is the probability that event A happens and then event B happens ?"
Ap examples, one,might,ask, "What is theprobability of getting.a red on
one spin of a red-blue spinner and a blue on the next spin?" or,"What is
-the probability of getting a head on one flip of a coin and a tail on the

141ftt flip?"
r

A similar question is, "What is the probability of drawing a red
block.twice in succession from a bag containing one red block and one
blue block if the block is replaced after each draw?" This is.equivalent `

to asking; "What is P(A and A)," where A is the event "drawing a red
block."

begin brhaving s tudents carry on experiments that answer the
questions posed above .and other similar experiments, to find out whether

1.410

7 Or event'A and event B happen together.

o
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the probability of This And That is reater than or less than the proba-

bility of either of the events aloe The fbllowing table, enlaiged to
accommodatd the recording of =pie trig'. can be used in an experiment'

with a red-blue spiwi

Trial 1st Spin 2nd Spin

i B B No

2 R R No

3 R a Yes

No. Red No. Blue No. kted'followed by Blue

Red on lstaSpin and
Blue on 2nd Spin

. ,

Twenty trials should serve to indicate that the number of times red
appears on the first trial and blue on the second trial is less than the

0
number of reds that occur and also less thaw-the number of blues. Indeed',

the probability oftwo events happening one after the other is less ttian
the - probability of either event ihdividually (except in cases where the
probability of one of the two events is 0).

NOTE: In the discussiowof P(A and B), it is impor-
tant to clear that in the cases considered/
event A and event Bare independekt.

S

We now de;cribe a procedure which may be USed'to explain hovisthe

prbbability of This AndThat may be calculated. Put one red block and

one yellow block in d bag. State that any block drawn will be replaced

before the next is drawn. Ask, "What is the probability of getting a red
block on the first draw and a yellow on the second?" We can write this,

"What is P(R and Yl?" Let us look atall possible outcomes. If we draw

red first, the result of two :draws can be either R and R or R and Y. If

we, draw a yellow first, thelimossible outcomes Care Y and Y or Yand

four possibilities in all:

2

First Second
Draw . Draw

Y
Y

Possible

t

Outcomes---T--

R and R

R and .Y

Y and Rs

Y and Y

Are the outcomes,agually likely? (Yes].

How many favorable outcomes.are there? (One)

How many totalopossible outcomes? (Four]

26
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f Nbe probability of red first and fellow second is therefore
1

4

I
d' 0

Looking at the experirment in a di fetent way, the probabflity°of
getting red on the first draw is 1 .4. The probability of getting yellow

-2. 1 17on the second, draw after getting red on the first is -2- of , which is

-1x I lor. This demonstrates another Method of determining the proba-

bility
2 2 4

bility of This And_That (provided the events are independent), -- multiply
the Probabilfties of the individual events:

P(A and B) = NA) x P(B)
1 - 1 1-7 x-y

The Probability That An Event Will Not Happen. A suggested explana-
, tion and series of related questions to develop understanding df the
_relation between the probability of an event happening and the probability
of its not happening follow.

Suppose there is a box of 12 gun:drops each of 'hick is the same
size. Five of them are yellow and the remainder are green. If you close
yoneeyeS, reach into the box,.and take out a gumdrop, the probability (---
you 0i11 take out a yellOw one is 15. . It should be equally clear that./

the probability, of yourot getting a yellow gumdrop is . It is
7

12
certain that all the gumdrops are either yellow or not yellow and the
probability of an event that is certain is 1, hence:

P(gundrop drawn is yellow) +P(gumdtOp drawn is not yello0V)- 1

5 7 .
12 - 12

In general:

P(event A) +'F(event Not Ai = 1

Ifiwe know the probability of an event happening, we can readily
determine the probability thoWit will not happen. Likewise, if we know
the probability that an event widil not happen, we can determine the
probability that it will happen.

. Suppose we know that the probability of spinning a red is
1

. We
cahrfind the probability of not spinning a red as follows:

P(Red) +.P(Nof spinning a red) = 1
1

+ P(Not spinning a tea) = 1
1 3

P(Not spinning a red) = 1 - 4- = 74

if_the probability of a person not going to school is- .

1 I the piohability that the 45-ason will go to school is
101.
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- 1 9
. P(Going to school) = 1 -

10

Probabilities are sometiihes expressed in terms of "odd.s."- Where 6

the probability that an event will happen is , the probability that it

will not happen (from the explanation just concluded)is . This means

that out of three possible outcomes, 2 will be favorable and 1 unfavorable
andye say, "The4oads are 2-to 1 in faimr" or "The odds are 2 to 1 that
the event will happen." Odds are'stated as the ratio of favorable out-
comes to unfavorable outcomes. The odds against an event happening are
reversed--the ratio of unfavorable outcomes to favorable outcomes.

3.24 Practice Examples. Once the basic methods of calculating the
probability of compound events 'ire understood, it is desirable to provide
students the opportunity, to apply them to specific.eituations. What is

the probability of:

Rolling no more than 4 (that is, rolling a /'or

a 3 or a 4) with two dice. Ut

!7_1

Not getting a 5 with 2 dice. -9-

.. 1
Rolling a 7 twice in a row with 2 diCe. -g-E x

.g.

Getting a product of 10 when you roll two dice and,
multiply the numbers on each die. (Suggestion--first

.maie a table 94,11 possible outcomes.) [I
1

6 18

Getting-al lead and a 6 when you flip a coin and roll

a 0e.
![7 1 1
- x
2 6 12

Getting a heart and then a'spade in two draws with

replacement from a deck of cards.
C. x 4 16

i]

=

Not getting either a heart or a spade in one draw

from a deck of cards.

Getting a picture card on one draw from a deck of

cards.

Getting a sum of 10 when you roll a tetrahedron with
faces marked 1, 2, 3, 0 and an ordinary die marked

1 through 6. [341
,

1
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Drawing a ped block from a bag captaining 3 red
blocks and '2 blue' blocks and drawing a blue bl k
from a bag containing 1 red block and 4 b b ks.

4
x =

5 25
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geoboard offers a variety of interesting ways to;have children
practice with and learn about probability, Consider a geoboard with five
rows of five pegs to be a field. ,A parachutist jumps. from an airplane
and lands on the field. He has an equal probability of landing in any
part bf the field.

There'are 16 squareg where the parachutist might land; thus the
probability of landing upon'any one of them,is .

What is the probability that the parachutist lands

in the top row of squares?
DI]

Now we establish two different areas in the field by putting rubber
bands on the geoboard--one we call Area A, the other Area B.

.

A

it

B

. .

.

What id P(Landing in Area A)?

What is P(Landing in Area B)?

What is'P(Landing in Area A or in Area B)?

[i(A 6r B) . P(A) + P(syn. + =4-6
1 1

29
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We can check this by,comparing outcomes.

A landing in how many squares gives a favorable
outcome? [61

3

How many total possible outcome5? [161

What Is P(Landingivin:Area A or in Area B)?
6 or fl

Suppose we consider Areas A and B as laked.

What is the probability that on any one jump the .

parachutist does not land in a lake? 1E - t7 }

Now suppose the Parahutist makes two jumps. i

.What is the probability that he lands in Area A
on the first jump and in Area B the second jump?

..:.,

E(A'and B) = p(A) X P(B) = -8- x 74= 3-i-
1 1 1 11

.!

What is the..tirobability of landing in Area A twice .,,

in succession2T

64

For variety, chang sizes of Areas A and B or use additional

areas. Also see Mathematitdron the Geoboard by Niman and Postman for

-additional activities,

3.26 Tfee diagrams area helpful tool for calculating probabilities.
If we are ased, "What is the probability of getting exactly two heads
in three flips of a coin?" we can make a*tred diagram-with each branch
repre'enting .one of the outcomes of each flip:

1st Flip 2114 Flip 3rd Flip Outcome

H H,H,H

30

T H,H;T

H,T,H

1
T T,H,T

H T,T,H

T T,T,T

35.
6
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1
The probability o4 any one outcome is TI . Of the 8.outcomes,-there are

three (H,H,T; H,T,H; T,H,H) where there are exactly two heads, hence the
3,

probability sought is -e- .

What is the probabflity of getting more than one
tail in 'three flips of a coin? (There are four
outcomes where two or more tails occur, hence

4 1
P(more than one tail) is

8
or .1

2

Here are'additional problems where recourse to a tree diagram.is
useful:

What is 'the probability that a family with three
children will have at least one girl, assuming that

the probability of having a boy is
1

?

Whht is ,the probability that the first two children

in a family will be boys? ft]

If one flips a penny, a, nickel, and a dime, whet is
the probability of having the coins that land beads

.fepreseAt a value of 11 cents? [k]

3.3 Games and Problems

3.31 ODDS AND-EVENS. This simple game has been played in Europe for
centuries. Two players simultaneously bring their right hands from
behind their backsrlusing fingers to indicate a number from 0 through 5.
If the sum of the two numbers is even, one player scores a point; if the
sum is odd, the othet player scores a point.

3.32 TELEPHONE NUMBERS. For a group of 3 to 10 students. Have each
member of the group write his or her telephone number on a sliPof
paper. Ask how many think there are two persons in the group whose
telephone numbers have the same last digit. Letichipren guess how
large a group must:be before the probability 4s i.that two group members

./ have telephone'nw4ers with the same last digit, After guesses have been
recorded, compar# telephone numbers within the group to determine if
there is a match, ,that is, anrinsiance of two telephone. numbers with the
same lased

1 1

igit. [With a group of 4 people, the probability is slightly

less than that two in the group hayive the same last digit of their
2

,. .-
telephone numbers.).

- -

..-

An explanation of how the probability of approximately
1
was deter-

mined is furnished as a matter of interest, and not with the expectation
that it will be relayed, to students.

A
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We recall from Concept 3.14 that P(j111 1 - P(Not A). In the terms

of our problem, this'means that the probability of two persons in a group
having telephone numbers with the same last digit equals 1 minus the
probability that no two people in the group have telephone numbers with

the same last digit. We proceed as follows to calculate the latter

probability. Suppose there is one person in a room. It is certain, that

10
is, P = 1 or , that no one else in the, room has a telephone number

10

with the 'same last digit. .

A second person enters. His telephone number will have the same

last digit in one case'out of 10; therefore the probability that his

number does not have the same last digit is Fs the probability that

neither of the two persons in the room has a n r with the same last

10 9 90
digit is x = .9

10 10 100

A third persdn enters. The probability that he doibs notlhave a

telephone number with the same last digit as the two already there is

10
and the probability that no two persons in the room have numbers with

e- the same last digit is
10 9 _8. 720
_10 10 10 1000

Following the same line of reasoning, after the fourth person enters

the probability that no two have numbers with the same last digit becomes

10 9 8 ' 7 5040
x xy6 x . The value of, this fraction or .504. Thus,

10 10 10000

we conclude that when there are four people in a group, the probability

that two of them do have telephone numbers with the same last digit is

1 - .504, or just slightly less than .

crw

3.33 TELEPHONE NUMBERS IN A LARGER GROUP. 19 groups of 11 to 20 persons,

ask fbr guesses as to the probability that two persons in the group have

telephone numbers with the same last two digits in the same order.

Record guesses and then compare telephone numbers. Using an extension of,

the procedure used in the preceging paragraph, it can be shown that in a

.group of 12 peOpAsi, the probability that two of them have telephone
1

numbers with the same last two digits in the same order is approximately-
2.

3.34 BIRTHDAYS. For an entire class. Have each class member write the

month and.:day of 'his birthday on a slip of paper. Ask how many believe

that there are two class members who share the s. .ebirthday. Ask for,

estimates of what the probability is that two .-..-rs of the class have

the same birthday. Again using the procedure of paragraph 3.32, it can

be shown that with 23 peraons in a group the probability is, slightly more

than
1
that two persons have the samd birthday'(month and day).

2,
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3.35 QUACKY QUOTIENTS. This g
practice in dividing whole q
a !Amber from 1 through 9 by sPi,

cor drawing a card from a set of

, forr two players, provides' excellent
. /.Player A and Player B each select
g a spinner with 9 numbered sections

ds numbered 1 through 9. Player A's
number is divided by Player B's number. If the first digit of the
quotient is a 1-or a 2 of a 3 (regardless of the decimal point), Player A
wins a point. If the first digit of the quotient is 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9,
B wins a point. After seligral games haVe been played, ask if Quacky
Quotients appears to be a'fair game, that is, a game where each player
has an equal chance of winniv. The answer to this question lies in
making a table showing all possible quotients for the digits 1 through 9.
[50"of the 81 entries in,the table have 1, 2, or 3 as a first digit,
hence the probability is 50 or a little more than .6 that Player A wins.]

sa

ft

\(

Why can't we use 0 as one of the digits on the
spinner or set of cards? [Division-by zero is
undefined.]

r

3Fj
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CONCEPT GROUP 4f- Counting
41"

Ob ective: To have childremlearn how to determine the nuniber of dif-
ferent permutations and combinations of the members' of a set.

4.1 Concepts,

4.11 The Multiplication Principle. If one thing can be done in m ways
and another in,n ways,' there are m x n ways to do. the tOo things.

Example: A girl has 4 blouses and,3 skirts. There are 4 x 3 or 12

different' ways of choosing a blouse anda'akirt.'

4.12 Permutations.
.

The different ways of arranging the members of a set,
where each different order is considered a different arrangement, are
called permutations.

For the letters a-and b, there are twp permutations, ab and ba. To

,find the number of permutations of a group of three different elements or
- ".objects, we ask these questions:

.;n how many -rWays can the first element-be
chosen? 3

After one element is placed first, ow

many wayi can the second place be illed? . . . 2

. After one element is placed first and
another second, in how many ways can third

`place be filled? 1

Any one of the three can be chosen for first and either of the two
remaining chosen for second, so the (number of permutations is:

3 x 2 x 1 = 6. Ford the group of letters a, b, and c, the six permuta-

. tions are: abc bac cab
acb bca

If there are four elements or objects in a group, the number of
permutations is 4 x 3 x 2 x 1. This product is called "four factorial"

and is written 41. If there are seven objeptsin,a gtoup, the nuMber of

p4nautattonA is 71. If there are n objects -in a group, there ,are n1

permUtations of those Objects. For any positive integer ,n,

nl =,n(n - 1) (n - 2) . . .(1)

Suppose we Want to determine the number of permutations of any
3 objectsout of a group of 5. In such a situation, we -have, 5 choices

for the'first object, 4 choices for the second, and 3,choices for the
third', making 5 x 4 x. 3 or 60 permutations in 'all. Note that the

factors 5, 4, and 3 ate the first three terms of 51.*In.general, where'
r is not zero,'we can find-the number 1f' permutations of r objects out

6-
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4

8
of a group of n objects by taking the first r terms-of ft!:

4.13 Combinations1-7,. Combinations are different selecidno of members
frOm a set without regard for the order thereof.

L
. . .4

..., \Th e is just one combination of all the elements of a set. For.,-
-

the lette 0a and 4,1 there is-one combination,' written either ab orba.'
Similarly there ie-only,one comnittee\of five that can be formed from

,
.

.

,,

a group of five persons.-

How do we find the number of combinations of part of the elements
of a. group? -Suppose we want the number; of combinations of 2 out of three
letters in the word "Cat.'") By inspection, .there are three, da,'ot, and `at.
Is there a. general procedure to Obtain ihe'number of combination's of r out
of n objects of a group? One way to do so is to start witb"the number of
permutations of the n objects. For 2 out of the 3 letters' of "cat," her
are flpermUtations.

ca,ac ct,tc- at,ta
.

Each of these 3 pairs has two permUtations. To eliminate duplica,
ton of arrangements which are the same except for order, wedivide 6 by
2 :1 and arrive 'at -the answer-3, the number of combinations of 2 out of thP
3letters of'"cat." To review, we divided the number of permutations of
2 out of 3 letters by the number of permutations of 2 letters, thus:

,

the number oft permutations
The combinations of 3 lettert of 2 out_of 3 letters
taken two at a time the number of permutations

of 2-letters

From paragraph 4.12 the number of permutations of Out of 3
' Objects is the first 2 terms of 31 and the number of permutations of

. * objects is 21, hence

4

The combinations of 1 letters the first 2 terns of 3!
taken two at a time 2!

More generally, the number of combinations of,n objectsli-aken r at
a time is:9

8
The nuMber of permutations of r objects from a group of,n objeCts

'isalsogivenbythe formula: 0

n1

' (n -
(with 01 defined "as 1)

9 7

The number of combinations of r--objects from a group oE,n is also
) given by the fOrm6la:

n1
(where 01 is defined as 1)

(r!) (n - r),1-

e.
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The number of combinations the firstiierms of n!
of rObjects r at a time r!

Applying this
..
to'Asoi. exampleaw we(have:

I

The number of combinations of x 3 x 2
= 4

4 objects taken 3 At a time 3 x,2 x 1

The combinations of lout 4 =
of a group of 4 objects . 1.

It is not accidental that the number of combinations of 3 objects
out'of a group of 4 turned out to be the. same as the combinations of
1 out of 4 objects. In all cases, the number _of combinations of r objects
from a group of n objects is die same as the-number of combinations of
n - r objects out of n objects.

414.
For the sake of consistency, we say that there is just one combina,

4

1

.tion of noneobf the objects of a group.

4.2 Activities

4.23. The blouse and Skirt example mentioned in Concept 4.11 is useful to
illustrate and clafify the Multiplication PrinciRle. Young children may
enjoy working with cutout paper blouses and skirts. A tree diagram helps
make counting orderly:

Arrange-
° Blouse -Mart Bent'

. t

X AX
A Y AY

Z f AZ
X BM

B Y BY

111

7

Z BZ

X CX
Y CY

CZ
,X DX

,D Y DY
DZ

Four blouses and three ,Akirts produce twelVe arrangements.

Mow many-arrangements-are possible with 5 blouses and 4 skirts? [20]
--s-

.BhCourage,children:to look for the liethOd of finding the number of .

arrangements without counting.; i.e:, to multiply the number of blou;es by
the number of skirts. Other problems to bP worked on include:

36
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4,1

What is the number of possible outcomes when a
3-way spinner is spun twice? [N How mariy for
a 12-way spinner? [144]

How mapy possible outcomes when a tetrahedron is
rolled and a 6-way spinner is spun? j24]

What is the number.of ways a boy and a girl an'
'be chosen classleaders if there are 6 boys and
8 girls to choose from? 1481

How many different double-dip cones can be made
from 6 different flavors? [36) From 31 flavors?
[964,

4.22 Introduce permutes ions by asking ths^:students to make as many
arrangements as'they can of the letters of the word "PAN." Explain that
each of the possible arrangements SPAN, PNA,-ANP, APN,. NPA, NAP) is called
a'permutation. Use the explanation in Conoept 4.12 to show how thenumber
of permutatidhs ofa given group-6f objects is determined. Introduce the
notation = 3 x x 1 and 4! = 4 x 3 x 2 x 1. Establish that the
number of permutations of n different objects is n! and the number of .

permutations of r out of n objects is the first r terms of n!.

Among the many class activities and projects involving permutations
and associated probability questions are:

°

Provide crayons and flag outlinss such
as that shown at the right: How many .

ways can a 3-stripe flag be made using
all of three different colors? Extend

flags with more stripes. Let the
1/4.41ass make a chart showing number of
colors and -number of ways flag can be
colored. [6 ways for 3; 24 for
120 fee 5]

With flags having red, orange, and green
stripes, what is the probability that the
orange stripe and the green stripe wil be
next to each other? Eout of 6 or -,

LiSt and count the.possible arrangements of
2 le *ters out of the word "TENS"; then
3 letters, then all the letters. [12; 24;.24)

Have a group of 2 children, one Of3 children,
...-Jand'one of 4 children line up in as many

different ways as they can, keeping a record
of the arrangements they make.

37
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Count and record 'the number of diFferent.arrange7
ments on a shelf that can be made with 2, 3, 4,
or more books.

Find how many 3-letter arrangements e possible
using the 26 letters of our alphabet [26 x 25

x 24 where all three letters are diff rent.]

How many different sets of initiats are possible.
if each-person has one surname and two given
names? [216 x.26 x 26]

4 . . .

One "way" to answer a five-question true-false
test is T-T-F-T-F. Hot.; many other /ways" are

A there? [31]

4,

Now many license plates can be made with one
letter followed by 4 digits?' [26 x 10 x 10 x 10
or,-if we rule out 4-digit numbers starting with
zero, the possibilities are 26 x 9 x 10 x 10.]

If a set of books is Marked Volume I, Volume II
Volume III, aid Volume IV, what is theproba-
bility that the set will be put on a shelf in f

the right Order by someone who.is blindfolded?
24

What is the probability that a permutation of
the four letters A, R, S, and T spells a common
English 4-letter word? E

4 out of 24 or !E]
6

A.baseball team is the same regardless of how one
lists tile players. batting order, however,
differs depending upon order. How many batting
orders are possible using 9 playerd? [91]

The number of wayi 10 boys can be arranged in a
line is 101, What is the, probability that 10 boys

will line up in descending order of height?
1

101

4.23 The procedure of Concept 4.13 can be used to explaitho4 the

number of combinations of a group of objects is calculated. Alterna -.,

tively, children should be able to determine the number of combinations

of a group of objects by listing them. A systematic approach to listing

should be urged. Suggest starting with the letter or object at the left

and work consistently froth left to right. When listing the Fom4inations

of 2 lettdrs from the word."PLAY," we would start with P, the left -hand

letter, and take the next letter to the rightAto form PL. Next in order

,come PA and PY. Then go to L, the next letter not yet used as aniknitial

letter, and list and LY. 'Finally, we go to A as the initial letter

and make the combination AY.
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The` activities set forth below can provide experience either with
listing or calculating combinations:

If three'coins are clipsen from ajroup made up of
a penny; a nickel, a dime, a quarter, and a half-
dollar, how many different amounts of money are
represented? [10]

Tlip manager of a baseball team had 6 outfielders
on his squad. In how many ways could he pick
three: of them to play? [20],

In NE-many ways' could he assign the chosen three
to takthree outfield positions? [6]

Determine,the number of combinations of 3 council
members that can be elected from a slate of
10 candidates,[120]

,4110"46
Mary has 15 friends she would like to invite'to a
party but she can only invite 10 of them. In hoW
many frays can she chodse 10 outof the 15? [3003]

A teacher has to pick 4 out,of the 9 girls in her
class 'for safety patrol. How many different
groups of 4 girls can she -choose? [126]

. it

How many different 5-card hands cai be made front
a standard 52-card deck of cards

52 x.51 x 50 x CY x 48
2,58,9605 x 4 x 3 x 2-x 1

-*\ -*. Tbe To/lowing problem can be solved by usi one's'knowledgeof'
.

combinations or by using PcA and B):
rit. 1.,..

t.

.

4 4 Two students are o be chosen at random from a
class that consiats of8 boys and 13 girls.
What is the il thprobibity that the two chosen are

boys? Eig_ or -Z
.

4 24 One of the Aost fascinating relations in probability theory is
named after a French mathematician who helped develop -the theory. It is
called the fascal"Frianclle.,_,/-

'Distribute a sheet containing the table on page.40. For the informa-
tion of teachers, the number of combinationappears in each circle but
these figures should not,be shown on the'sheet distributed to students.
The number of combinations in the circle at the left of each roW is411--
there is only one,combination of the objects of a group taken none at a

,time. This is,equivalent to saying that there is only one way a;.1 the
objects of a lroup can be left out. The number of cOmadations in the

39
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'right-hand circle of eakrow is also 1; there is only ore combination

of.all the objects of a group,'

Have the class fill in the empty circles in the first five rows
using procedures they are already familiar with to determine the various
numbers of combinations; Much of the information will already hay@ been
calculated. After any row is completed, have students add the numbers of
rcembinaiions in 'that row and put the row total in the column at the right,
noting that each row total is twice that of the row kb:ove.

/.

Number of Combinations

Number of tow

objects Total

0

1

2

3

3

0 of 2

0 of 3' lof3 2 e 3 3 of

4 of 4

1

2

4

woolimamo

of 5. 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 of 5

Ask the c1,s to try to find a way of obtaining the number of combi-

nations,in the 6th row of,the triangle witl -out calculating the number of

combinations for each circle. The first and last entries are always 1;
the second and next-to-last entries. are always the same as the number of

objects for the row. Some students may hit on the-key; the number in any
circle isthe stun of the number above it and to the left and the number

above it and to the right. Use this key to complete the 6th row and any

40



subsequent rows desired.

The Pascal Triangle presents one of the best opportunities in all
mathematics to:explore number patterns and symmetrical relationships.'
The nuMbers'making up the Pascal Triangle occur in several different'
Mathematical situatibns, not only in, the study of probability. Encdhrage
students to look for patterns such as the progression of numbers on
diagonal lines; common factors for all the numbers in a row other than
the.l's at beginning and end; the symmetry of therows.,, Much additional
information about Pascal Triangle relationships is to be found in' the
March 1974 Arithmetic Teacher, pages 190-198. r

It should be pOinted out that the numbers of combinations_shown in
the Pascal Triangle,4re_identical with the outgomes of flipping coins.
If we are flipping two coins, for example, we can lOok at the row fox two
objects and find that there is 1 outcome with no heads (T,T); 2 outcomes
with 1 head (T,H and ET); one outcome with 2 heads (H,H); and a total of
4 possible outcomes.

Once children become familiar with the Pascal Triangle, they should
be able to do the following prOblems:

What is the probability of getting 4 heads and 1 tail
when 5 coins are tossed? [In Row 5, there are
32 total outcomes. The 5sth box in the row shows that
there are 5 combinations of 4 objects (heads) out of a
group of 5, hence the probability of 4 heads in

5
5 tosses is ---.

32

s

t 1In 3 tosses of a si(Tossing1 coin 3 t'

le coin, what is P(3 heads)?

s is the same as tossing

g

3 coins once.3
.

In 4 tosses of a
-
single coin, what is P(2 tails)? 2-

8
From 4 persona, how many committees of 3 can be
chosen? [4]

"Vak.

From 6 people, how many committees of 3 can be
chos [20]

If yo are allowed to Choose any 4 out of 6 problems
on a est, how many different selections of 4 problems
are possible? RN

4.3 Games

4.31 BOX WORD. For a group of children. Make four identical. boxes. InBox 1, put small pieces of paper On'whhith are written the letters e, n,and t. In Box 2, put the letters t, r, and a. In Box 3, put a, b, and y;__in sox 4i put a, g, and b. A child selects a box and draws the lettersfront it, one at a time. As each appears, the letter is written down inorder. If the letters spell a word, the child scores a point. From timeto time, the letters in the boxes can be replaced with others that spell
different words.

4 641



Teacher Question: ',-
What is the probability of scoring a point as

1
each box is used? gox 1 or Box 4, T Box 3,

1

Box 2, 1]
2

4.32 .GBOROLL. For 2 players. Use a 5 x 5 geoboard.. Cut out a sheet of
thin paper the size of the geoboard and press it down so the paper lies.
flat and the pegs stick throih holes in'the paper. Turn the geoboard
so one corner points away from you. Mark the pegs so the geoboard looks
like this:

START e-t 1 1 \
1 2 i 74 .

1 3 3 1

i 4 . 6 4 ,- 1

Eh .,,..
2ND

5 10 10
e 5

AD ..,,,j IND
15 20 15.

ND (e.
35 35,

ENI?

Both players start by placing a marker on the toppeg. Use a
paperclip as a marker or a circular piece of paper that fits over the
pegs readily. The players take turns flipping a coin. If a player flips

a 'bead, he moves one peg doWnward and to the left. If he flips .a tail,

he moves one peg downward and to the right. Eaqh-player's.score is the

sum of the nuabers on the pegs he reaches as he goes from START to END.
The player with the smaller sum wins.

Teacher Questions:

4 IN What is the lowesiNpossible number of moves to win? [4]

What is die lowest winning score? [4]

What is the largest possible humber of Moves? [7]

What is the highest score? 177]
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CONCEPT GROUP 5--Sampling

Objective: -To give children experience with the process of sampling.

isk
5.1 Concepts

.

5.11 Random Samples. A sample is a "random sample" if each member of
the group from which it is taken has an equal probability of being chosen
for the sample.

orwaTh...

5.12 Predictions from Samples. It is likely that information fret a
relatively small random sample will give a reasonably accurate prediction
about the make-upof the group from which the k4mple is drawn. The larger
the sample, the greater thellikelihood of accuracy in, theprediction.

5.2 Activities

5.21 To introduce the,idea of ,a random sample, propose the following
situation to yout'clist.. The principal of a school wanted to find out how
the students liked arithmetic. He didn't want to take time to question

lo
"everyone, so he pricked from each class a samp of three students who-were

' good in arithmetic and asked tlielr opinions.,' you think he got an
accurate estimate of how thestudedtV in the school liked arithmetic?
[Almost certainly not, bdCause qood-)students tend to like a subject more
than poor students, and,none of the4i6orer students had a chance to
express opinions. Another problem rev6tywaroUnd the' tendency of
students to tell the principal what they/think he would 'like to hear.]

--,7:

What might the principal have done to get moreaccurate information,
without asking everyone in school? 'EXplain,that results are more accurate
and dependable when a sample is a "random-sample;"' that is, a sample where
each person or thin4 in'the group from which ti4 sample is taken has an
equaltchance or probability of being chosen. Ask for comments on the
following samples. Are they random samples?

Group from which
sample is chosen'

1. AutOmobile drivers

2. The population Of
a'city

3: An elementary
school class- -

How sample was chosen

Taking every 3rd car from those on
a suburban street between 11:00 A.M.
and noon on a weekday morning.

Taking the first nape on each page
of the local telephbne directory..

Tossing a die to select one of the .

first six,..AaAes and then every

6th name thereafter on an alpha-
betical listing of class memberi.
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Sample No. 1 cannot` e considered a random saMple. A sample selected
from cars on a suburban street in mid-morning would be likely to include
far more women than men. For Sample No. 2, the 4answer is the same;
fam4ies or individuals without a phone or with an unlisted phone are
not included. For, Sample No. 3, the selection method appears to give

. every class member a chance.of beingselected;,hence it,Can be con-
sidered a random sample.

5.22 Random samples are sometimes chosen by referring to a table of
random- numbers; that is, a table of numbers racking any pattern or
regular arrangement.

Have a group of students use the localelephone directory as a
table of random numbers to selaft a ample of 5 students from your class.

A listing of all the students gh the class should be available. Say

there are 26 students on the list. Arbitrarily choose One number in the

directory as a starting point. ; From that point, put a check on, each
subsequent number which has its last two digits in the sequence 01
through 26. Suppose the next 5 numbers so checked ended in'024 19, 16,
22, and 11. Then,the sample of 5 students consists of the,2nd, 19th,-
16th, 22nd, and 11th names on the class listing.

1

/ 5.23 Ai a demonstration of sampling and how it works in practice, put
10 blocks of the same shape and size in a bag, some blocks being of.one
color, the remainder another color. Tell the class only the, total number

of blocks in the bag. Have children, one after the other, draw a block
from the .bag, record its color,. replace the block, and shake it up with
all the others in. the bag. After 5 blocks have been removed, ask the
class for estimates of how any blocks of each color-they think the bag
contains. Continue removiv more blocks until 10 have been withdrawn,
recorded, and replaced. mellow estimates to be revised on tht basis of
the additional, information available, if children wish to do so. Then

open the bag and compare the contents with the estimates. The information

developed by sampling will generally (b ot necessarily) be close td the

actual numbers in the bag.

This experiment can be varied by making a different distribution of
the 10 blocks between %he two colors, by using blocks of 3 or more colors,
or by making more withdrawals before disclosing the bag's contents.

As the number of samples increases, predictions tend to approach
actual Nantitiela more closely. Children should appreciate that the

1larger the sample, the greater the likelihood that the information pre-
dicted is an accurate representation of the group from which th samples

are ,taken.

5.24 In tome srtuations, sampling is virtually the only technique to
develdp information about a large group. For example, suppose we want to

find out how frequdntly each of the 26 letters of the alphabet is used'in
Written English. It is clearly impossible to examine everything that is
written in English; sampling is the only practical way to proceed. Ask

for suggestions for appropriate samples from which determine the

A4 4S
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frequency with whichme use A's, B's, C's, and so on in written,EpOish.
Should we, use passages from novels? A classic? A magazine?/ A newspaper?
Textbooks? A comic book? 'Poetry? How long should samples/be?

,Agree on a seledtiOn of samples, say4ten or'more passiges..eac4 of
150 to 200 words. The source or content is immaterial so lonf as there
is variety. Have h count made of the number of 'Imes each,,letter is used
throughout the samples. Accumulate the information and list the 2§ letters
of the alphabet according to frequency of use, the most frequent first.
Compare your resukt with the order of frequency found ir% survey made of
a large number of passages:

ETAOINSHR,OILCU

The most frequently used letter in English is S;the next most
frequent-is T. Some sampling variation in the position of the letters
after E,and T is to be expected, though the probability is high' that the
order of frequencyr determined from the passages your class selected will
not.vary too much from the listing above.

*5.25 Samplinthas.a wide variety of practical uses. Television ratings
Pare based on sampling, as are public opinion polls, marketing surveys,
election forecasts, and many scientific investigations. For example,
ecologists can use a sampling process to determine the approximate number
of fish in a pond.- They could proceed as follows:- .

a. Catch 160 of the fish in the pond, mark each of them
with a harmless, indelible -dye, and put them back in
the pond.

b.'Let some time elapse so the fish that are dyed can
distribute themselves uniformly throughout the pond.

C. Now catch a sample of 50 fish and count the number
marked with the dye. Suppose there ark 4 dyed fish
in the 50.

d. Set up a proportion based on the assumption that the
ratio of marked fish to total fish is the same in the
sample of 50 as it is througeoUt the whole pond. Then:

Ratioin sample of 50 ratio iii whole pond

100

50 Total

This method predicts that there are 1250 fish in
the pond.

S
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Teacher Questions:

tr

IP

What circumstances could cause the estimated numb r
of fish to be too high or too low? [Uneven distrtu-
tion of fish after they are returned to the Bond;
death of fish caught and returned; fish caught by
other fishermen.]

Is 1250 likely to be a rough approximation of the
actual number of fish in the pond? {Yes, if a

reasonable margin of error is acceptable.1

The sampling technique just described can be paralleled in the
classroom using bottlecaps. Have the children collect a large (but
unknown? number of bottlecaps and store them in a container: Remove a
double handful of bottlecaps, count them, mark them distinctively, and
return them:to the container. Shake them up thoroughly in the container,
and then withdraw another double handful of ,bottlecaps. Count the number
of marked bottlecaps and the total number of caps in the last sample
withdrawn. An estimate of the unknawn grand total number of bottlecaps
is arrived at by equating the two ratios:

No. of marked cabs
in last sample

'Total caps in last
sample

No. marked caps put
back into container

The unknown grand
total number of caps

Left-handedness in school population! is a characteristic which can
be studied by sampling techniques. First count the number of children in (

your class who write left-handed. Confining the investigation to those
who write left-handed is more clear-cut than attempting to survey left-
handedness in general. Next predict the number of left-handed writers in
all classes at the same grade level by multiplying the total number of
childreh in the grade by the fraction:

left-handed writers in your class

total number of children in'your class

If there are 4 out of 26 in your class who write left-handed and 140 in'-
the grade, the predicted number of left-handed writers in the grade is:

4
140x

26
= 22 (rounded to the nearer

whole number)

A count of the number of left-handed/writers throughout the grade gives
a check on the accuracy of the predictiop. This investigation can be

carried a step fdrther by using the actual'nuMber of left-handed writers
in the grade t p dict the total number throughout the school. An

alternative,approa is to select say three students at random from each
class in the school Use the students so selected as your sample; deter-
mine the.numberof ft-handed writers in the sample, and from that
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predict the total number of left-handed writers inAhe school:' Which
approach'predicts more accurately? a

5.3 Game and Class Project

5.31 SECRET MESSAGE or CRYPTOGRAM. A coded message in which each letter
is replacid throughout by one other letter or symbol is called a
"cryptogram."

Distribute copies of the following code message:

CRYPTOGRAM

XAG VGBL .A,YKJ(JTHMGKPZC P Z

W Z GMN QPZJ. XSJB LWA W. VG T.

W ZN KWPLJN. XSJ 'RGOJK. PZIapN,7-

XSJKJ AJKJ HPJRJL GD KGR13

A P X S VKPCS,X LHJRUL PZ XSJQ.

"CGMN," XSJB LWPN. YZDGKXYZWXJM,B,
P X XYKZJN GYX XG VJ W RG QGZ

QWXJKPWM RWMMJN PKGZ HBKPXJL.

There are many avenues that will lead 180-a'solution of this
cryptogram. Givevtudents some time to look for a solution on their own;
for those who are unsuccessful, you can present the approaCh indicated
in the next few paragraphs.

Can we use what we learned about the frequency of letters in English
to help usc find out what is message says? The letter that is used most
frequently in the message likely to stand for what letter of the
alphabet? [E] What migh the next most frequent letter stand for? [T]

r

Have the class count the number of times each letter of the alphabet
is used in the secret message.

On the basis of frequency, what letter is most likely to stand for
E? [J] Which one for T? [X] Have students put an E overi,each J in
the message.and T over each X. What additional clues do we see? For
the 15th word we have

T E
X S J

This could be TIE, TOE, or THE. The 18th word helps us decide:

5Z
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T , E E

X S J K J

S certainlyrepresents.H and XSJKJ is either THESE or THERE. Now We look

at-the next worC AJKJ. 'It must endin eithe -ESE ov-ERE, if our
conclusions axe Correct up to this points We'know no words that fit the

pattern--ESE, toIlt -ERE could be HERE,. MERE, or WERE. Best guesS-XSJXJ
AJKJ stands for THERE WERE!

- We now have, or think we 'have, J AS E, X as T, S as H, K as R, and

A as W. From',these we go on to find the words TO, and WITH; and from
those we gradually translatievery word in the messager* Bgautions

Two bays were exploring_in an old mine. They

saw a box and raised the cover.,-Inside thre
were pieces of rocK.witfi bright specks in them.
"Gold," they" said. -Unfortunately, it turned,

out to bye common material called iron pyrites.
_ .

The whole decoding process was based on the information-about.

frequency of leiter use, developed through the technique of sampling.-;
If additional gode messages are made, they should be from 100 to 150

letters in-leflgth, preferably with E the most common letter.
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